May 2021 Market Commentary: Pushing from the Bottom-Up

Data Source: Bloomberg

May 2021 Highlights:
•

Capital markets were largely quiet in May as implied volatility across equity and fixed income dropped
to complacent levels consistent with pre-pandemic market sentiment. Both U.S. equities and fixed
income posted moderate gains while the assets across the rest of the world benefited from a weaker
U.S. dollar.

•

Global stocks (MSCI All-Country World Index) returned 1.4% primarily driven by non-U.S. market
performance (when priced in U.S. dollar terms). MSCI Europe led major region returning 4.2% followed
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by MSCI Emerging Markets (+2.3%), MSCI Japan (+1.6%) and MSCI Asia ex Japan (1.5%). The U.S.
region (S&P 500) lagged the rest of the world, returning 0.7%.
•

Both the United Kingdom and Continental Europe are increasingly seen as the next reflationary
beneficiaries as COVID-19 vaccination progress has accelerated following delayed rollouts; several of
the largest energy and mining concerns are listed in the U.K. and Europe. With increased signs of a
credit-driven slowdown from China, investors view Europe (primarily Germany) as driving the next leg
of export-driven growth.

•

Within the U.S., May witnessed a partial intra-month reversal as investors initially bid up reflationary
cyclicals and commodities only to rotate back into high priced growth stocks towards month-end. U.S.
small caps outperformed large caps with the S&P 600 Index returning 2.1% ahead of the 0.7% return of
the S&P 500 while S&P Pure Value outperformed Pure Growth, returning 4.8% and -0.9%,
respectively, although this relative performance gap had reached nearly 9% earlier in the month.

•

U.S. cyclical and financial sectors outperformed growth-oriented sectors, although most of the major
sectors outperformed the broader U.S. market. Energy and materials, benefiting from the commodity
price rally, led major sectors as did Financials while Communication Services, Technology, Utilities,
and Consumer Discretionary lagged.

•

Among risk factors, ‘Momentum’ underperformed all other factors although it made up some ground
towards month-end. Value and High Dividend outperformed as investor sentiment shifted back to the
reflation trade although this outperformance moderated towards month-end. High Quality and
Minimum Volatility performed in line with the broader market.

•

Investment grade fixed income posted moderate gains as long-term interest rates rallied from an earlymonth sell-off. The bond market received reassuring comments from US Federal Reserve officials that
inflationary pressures were considered transitory despite April year-over-year headline CPI coming in at
4.2%. The Bloomberg/Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index rose 0.3% benefiting from both a drop in
interest rates and continued spread compression across riskier fixed income assets as well as strong
bid-to-cover response to this month’s Treasury auctions.

•

U.S. high yield continued to enjoy moderate gains as high yield spreads remain near post-pandemic
lows. The Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index returned 0.3%. Total return gains from further
spread compression may be limited going forward as it appears the credit markets may have reached
valuation limits on what investors are willing to pay for taking on corporate default risk. Foreign
currency and emerging market debt continue to benefit from U.S. dollar weakness as foreign central
banks have expressed earlier timetables for tightening monetary policies versus the timetable
expressed by the U.S. Federal Reserve.

•

Treasury rates dropped as the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield ended the month at 1.60% versus 1.75% at
the post-COVID peak. The 2- vs 10-year term structure continues to flatten while inflation expectations
priced into TIPS have dropped from their recent peaks but remain at elevated levels. The bond
markets seem increasingly comfortable with the Fed’s ‘inflation-is-transitory’ narrative.

•

Within equity alternatives, precious metals finally benefited from the negative real (inflation-adjusted)
rate environment as the GSCI Precious Metals Index returned 7.7%. Commodities also outperformed
equities as the GSCI Commodities Index returned 2.5% led by continued rallies in copper and oil,
although some of these markets pulled back towards month-end following China’s attempt to
crackdown on ‘runaway’ prices. REITs performed in line with the market benefiting from lower interest
rates and highly accommodative financial conditions.
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Pushing from the Bottom-Up

Source: kelliskitchen.org

"Once ideas about how to manage the economy become entrenched, it can take generations to dislodge
them. Something big usually has to happen to jolt policy onto a different track. Something like Covid-19."
- Matthew Boesler, Bloomberg Markets 6/1/2021
“If a little is great, and a lot is better, then way too much is just about right!”
Actress Mae West
Move over 2008-2009 New Normal, a New-New Normal has taken its place shaped by the worldwide
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Call it Pandemic Economics as Keynesian-on-Steroids fiscal policy
is reshaping not only the size and scope of government spending (unprecedented post-war level spending,
much of it deficit-financed) but, more importantly, the size and scope of beneficiaries of such spending.
Decades of classical and post-war economic thinking have, apparently, been thrown out the window by
COVID-19 in favor of a new stimulus playbook that involves non-inflationary driven deficit spending
facilitated by Central Bank policies (don’t call it MMT just yet as ‘pay-fors’ are still being debated).
In a Bloomberg Markets Big Picture article, “The Covid Trauma Has Changed Economics – Maybe
Forever,” Matthew Boesler surveys the economic policy landscape that has emerged from the COVID
pandemic, with wide-ranging implications from both the initial fiscal/monetary response to last year’s
shutdown and ongoing fiscal spending to assist those struggling to return to a pre-pandemic state.
Essentially, the Keynesian aggregate-demand boosters have finally prevailed over neo-classical orthodoxy
and a new economic battlefront is opening up over what, if any, are the long-term consequences from all
this spending.
Unlike the top-down policy fiscal and monetary policy responses following the 2008 Great Financial Crisis
that mostly resulted in a financial sector bailout, COVID-19 witnessed an even greater policy response
(measured in money spent/committed) and from a different direction, namely from the bottom up in the
form of unemployment benefits, forgivable payroll protection program loans for small businesses, and
various income tax credit programs. This truly was a government response for the ‘rest of us’ (how and not
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whether ‘the rest of us’ will end up paying for all this spending remains to be seen).
So, the pandemic has changed government firefighting tactics going forward. Unlike the 2008 GFC period
where the government-led bailout was trying to pick ‘winners’ (or more aptly those who deserved to be
bailed out due to no fault of their own) from ‘losers’ (or those who deserved no such consideration – sorry
Lehman Brothers), the government’s new approach is to cast as far and wide a net as possible and make
sure there is a more direct impact as in government money landing directly in people’s bank accounts.
According to the article, the Keyensian Pandora’s Box has now been opened: “If you can replace 100% of
the lost income in a crisis like this, why don’t we replace 100% of people’s lost income in every cyclical
downturn?”
Apart from the article’s populist undertones, Boesler also makes a subtle but interesting point when
referencing comments made from Federal Reserve Governor Neel Kashakari. Whether an unprecedented
‘top-down’ bailout of the US banking sector in 2008 or bottom-up income subsidies and loan forbearance
for the hardest hit population segments, the primary justification for the unprecedented levels of
fiscal/monetary policy responses is one and the same: preventing the collapse and seizure of the global
financial system. Essentially, had the U.S. government not subsidized lost income, imposed moratoriums
for various consumer loans, and froze housing evictions, “the health crisis that had already triggered a jobs
crisis would have morphed into a financial crisis.” Those worried about deficit financing and inflationary
outbreaks are not only fighting the last war but are missing the ‘financial system forest’ for the ‘sound
money trees.’
Where things stand now is that long-term inflation is expected to gravitate around the 2% level commonly
targeted by central bank officials. Figure 1 displays the level of headline CPI is expected over the next five
years implied by inflation derivatives pricing. Aside from the baseline expectation of 2% inflation, what is
also notable is that the inflation swaps market is pricing a significant probability that inflation will exceed
2.5% (green line) and a not insignificant probability of exceeding 3% (red line) over the intermediate term.

Figure 1 – Be Careful What You Target For: Could Inflation Surpass 3%?
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How this battle plays out politically and economically remains to be seen, but one primary yardstick to
monitor is inflation (or lack thereof). Will we see a repeat of the 1960s Guns-and-Butter government
spending programs followed by 1970s Inflation-Spiraling-Out-of-Control, or will the secular demographic
reality of aging populations, low birthrates, and high debt levels maintain a deflationary wet blanket on any
cyclical inflationary pressures, even such pressures are a result of outsized government spending? The
trouble with this yardstick is we’re seeing mixed signals from both the fixed income markets and from policy
officials.
In the inflation hawk camp are the ongoing reports of global shortages resulting from pent-up aggregate
demand hitting headlong into supply constraints resulting from pandemic-driven underinvestment across
supply chains from raw materials to intermediate goods inventories to transportation/logistics. Some would
argue that this capital expenditure drought started well before the pandemic and that the pandemic only
served to accelerate this trend (most obviously seen in North American energy exploration); others would
argue it’s due to shareholder pressures from activists fed up with poor management track records of capital
misallocation and institutional ESG mandates (increasingly less voluntary and more compliance-driven).
Regardless, April Headline Year-over-Year CPI came in at 4.2%, well above what was expected from
pandemic base effects (Figure 2) with a majority of basket components seeing rising prices (Figure 3).

Figure 2 – April CPI Exceeds Pandemic Base Effects
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Figure 3 – Inflationary Pressures Broadening Out

In addition, the upcoming eviction moratoriums, which have helped contribute to negative price trends for
the CPI’s rental component over the pandemic period, are expected to expire this summer. Already, many
of the hard-hit pandemic metro areas are seeing sharp year-over-year rises in rental rates which will further
contribute to price pressures in the core basket (the rental component makes up 20% of the Fed’s
preferred price measure, the Core Personal Consumption Expenditure Price Index). As Figure 5 attests,
the inflationary surprises keep piling up.

Figure 4 – Recovery in Rental Leases Will Add Further Pressure to Core Inflation Indices
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Figure 5 – Inflation Surprises Keep Piling Up: At What Point Does ‘Transitory’ Turn Into
‘Worrisome’?

In the ‘Transitory’ camp, Fed officials and mainstream economists maintain that near-term inflationary
pressures can be isolated to the ‘COVID effect’ as illustrated in Figure 6. And needless to say, supply
chain issues aren’t the Fed’s problem (God knows the Fed has enough on its plate). Federal Reserve
Governor Randy Quarles is the latest Fed official to parrot the Fed’s party line: “I don’t think we should use
our tools to address supply chain disruptions.”

Figure 6 – Inflationary is Transitory: The COVID Effect as This Too Shall Pass
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Fed officials can also take comfort that the bond market has largely bought into the ‘transitory’ narrative
even as the U.S. Treasury department is about to embark upon record-setting net borrowing. One would
think the bond market would freak out over the April CPI 4.2% print, but long-term rates have largely
settled down from post-pandemic peak levels to end the month lower from where they started. Other
market implied inflationary indicators (Figure 7) such as the Treasury term structure (2- vs 10-year rates)
and break-even inflation rates implied by TIPS vs nominal Treasury yields have also settled down from
prior peak levels.

Figure 7 – The Bond Market Buys Into the ‘Transitory’ Narrative as Both the Term Structure
and Breakeven TIPs vs Nominal Treasury Rates Have Settled Down From Prior Peak Levels

In addition, inflationary pressures building up across global developed markets are now facing a headwind
in the form of a credit-driven slowdown across China as government officials continue to whittle away at
excessive financial leverage and ‘talk down’ commodity prices via a “crackdown” on speculative
commodities trading. Even as China’s government bond yield (Figure 8) continues its downward trend,
the USD/CNY level (another China cyclical risk indicator) has been diverging from other cyclical risk
indicators suggesting that the Chinese financial system does not face imminent liquidity risk as the
appreciation of the Chinese Yuan should alleviate pressures from domestic outflows. However, the
appreciation also reflects ongoing concerns from Chinese officials that market-driven forces driving the
yuan’s movements tend to be ‘one-way’ which can produce more volatility than what officials are
comfortable with.
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Figure 8 – China’s Credit Pause Also Helping the ‘Transitory’ Cause

Too Much of a Good Thing Is Just About Right.
Borrowing from Mae West, it would seem that too much bottom-up fiscal stimulus is a good thing as far as
the financial markets are concerned. And with the Fed willing to lead from behind with respect to balance
sheet taper timetables that has led to U.S. dollar weakness versus other trading currencies (Figure 9)
helping to drive down real (inflation-adjusted) interest rates (Figure 10), financial accommodation gets
even looser which has manifested itself across cryptocurrencies, commodities (Figure 11), and, now,
precious metals.

Figure 9 – U.S. Dollar Weakness Bodes Well for Global Risk Appetite (As Long As It
Doesn’t Result in Higher U.S. Inflation)
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Figure 10 – The Punchbowl Gets Bigger and Spikier as Financial Accommodation Gets
Even Looser

Figure 11 – Industrial Metal and Oil Price Appreciation Pause Over China Regulatory
Crackdown on Trading, But the Trend Remains Firmly Upward

And as we wrote in “International Value – It’s What’s For Reflation,” the door seems to be opening for world
economies ex-US/China to pick up the COVID recovery baton as vaccination progress continues and
COVID positivity rates trending past peak infection levels (even in India) (Figure 12). The valuation gap
between U.S. equities and the rest of the world may remain wide (Figure 13), but there could be further
room for international valuations to close that gap if they can improve capital allocation while benefiting
from the COVID recovery. For now, the ‘Transitory’ narrative continues to hold sway with both equity and
fixed income markets with few signs that the Fed is threatening to pull the punchbowl away. Bottoms up.
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Figure 12 – COVID Peak Level Finally Reached?

Figure 13 – Global Equity Valuations Off Peak Levels as Post-COVID Earnings Recovery
Catches Up to Pricing
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May 2021 Market Review
Capital markets were largely quiet in May as implied volatility across equity and fixed income dropped to
complacent levels consistent with pre-pandemic market sentiment. Both U.S. equities and fixed income
posted moderate gains while the assets across the rest of the world benefited from a weaker U.S. dollar.
Global stocks (MSCI All-Country World Index) returned 1.4% primarily driven by non-U.S. market
performance (when priced in U.S. dollar terms). MSCI Europe led major region returning 4.2% followed by
MSCI Emerging Markets (+2.3%), MSCI Japan (+1.6%) and MSCI Asia ex Japan (1.5%). The U.S. region
(S&P 500) lagged the rest of the world, returning 0.7% (Figure 14).
Both the United Kingdom and Continental Europe are increasingly seen as the next reflationary
beneficiaries as COVID-19 vaccination progress has accelerated following delayed rollouts; several of the
largest energy and mining concerns are listed in the U.K. and Europe. With increased signs of a creditdriven slowdown from China, investors view Europe (primarily Germany) as driving the next leg of exportdriven growth.
After lagging the broader markets for most of the month, emerging markets recovered the final week of the
month to outperform the U.S. Despite the broader Asian region grappling with COVID outbreaks and signs
of a credit-driven slowdown in China, market sentiment reversed based on strengthening currencies versus
the U.S. dollar.

Figure 14 – U.S. and Europe Lead Major Regions While Emerging Markets and Asia Lag

Within the U.S., May witnessed a partial intra-month reversal as investors initially bid up reflationary
cyclicals and commodities only to rotate back into high priced growth stocks towards month-end. U.S.
small caps outperformed large caps with the S&P 600 Index returning 2.1% ahead of the 0.7% return of the
S&P 500 while S&P Pure Value outperformed Pure Growth, returning 4.8% and -0.9%, respectively,
although this relative performance gap had reached nearly 9% earlier in the month. (Figures 15a and
15b).
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Figure 15 – U.S. Small Cap and Value Outperform Large and Growth

Across U.S. sectors (Figure 16), U.S. cyclical and financial sectors outperformed growth-oriented sectors,
although most of the major sectors outperformed the broader U.S. market. Energy and materials,
benefiting from the commodity price rally, led major sectors as did Financials while Communication
Services, Technology, Utilities, and Consumer Discretionary lagged.

Figure 16 –Traditional Cyclicals and Financials Outperform Growth-Oriented Sectors and
Utilities

Among risk factors, ‘Momentum’ underperformed all other factors (Figure 17) although it made up some
ground towards month-end. Value and High Dividend outperformed as investor sentiment shifted back to
the reflation trade although this outperformance moderated towards month-end. High Quality and
Minimum Volatility performed in line with the broader market.
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Figure 17 – Momentum is the Only Risk Factor to Underperform the S&P

Investment grade fixed income posted moderate gains (Figure 18) as long-term interest rates rallied from
an early-month sell-off. The bond market received reassuring comments from US Federal Reserve
officials that inflationary pressures were considered transitory despite April year-over-year headline CPI
coming in at 4.2%. The Bloomberg/Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index rose 0.3% benefiting from both a
drop in interest rates and continued spread compression across riskier fixed income assets as well as
strong bid-to-cover response to this month’s Treasury auctions.
U.S. high yield continued to enjoy moderate gains as high yield spreads remain near post-pandemic lows
(Figure 19). The Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index returned 0.3%. Total return gains from further
spread compression may be limited going forward as it appears the credit markets may have reached
valuation limits on what investors are willing to pay for taking on corporate default risk. Foreign currency
and emerging market debt continue to benefit from U.S. dollar weakness as foreign central banks have
expressed earlier timetables for tightening monetary policies versus the timetable expressed by the U.S.
Federal Reserve.
Treasury rates dropped as the 10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield ended the month at 1.60% versus 1.75% at the
beginning. The 2- vs 10-year term structure continues to flatten while inflation expectations priced into
TIPS have dropped from their recent peaks but remain at elevated levels. The bond markets seem
increasingly comfortable with the Fed’s ‘inflation-is-transitory’ narrative.
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Figure 18 – Global Fixed Income Markets Posted Moderate Gains Benefiting from a Decline
in U.S. Interest Rates and U.S. Dollar Weakness

Figure 19 – Lower Investment Grade and High Yield Corporate Credit Spreads Remain Near
Post Pandemic Narrow Levels

Within equity alternatives (Figure 20), precious metals finally benefited from the negative real (inflationadjusted) rate environment as the GSCI Precious Metals Index returned 7.7%. Commodities also
outperformed equities as the GSCI Commodities Index returned 2.5% led by continued rallies in copper
and oil, although some of these markets pulled back towards month-end following China’s attempt to
crackdown on ‘runaway’ prices. REITs performed in line with the market benefiting from lower interest
rates and highly accommodative financial conditions.
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Figure 20 – Precious Metals and Commodities Benefit from Negative Real Interest Rates

Disclosure:
The above is the opinion of the author and should not be relied upon as investment advice or a forecast of
the future. It is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or implement any
investment strategy. It is for informational purposes only. The above statistics, data, anecdotes, and
opinions of others are assumed to be true and accurate however 3D/L Capital Management does not
warrant the accuracy of any of these. There is also no assurance that any of the above are all inclusive or
complete. This article does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests in
any investment vehicles or securities. This article is not a prospectus, an advertisement, or an offering of
any interests in either the Strategy or other portfolios. This article and the information contained herein is
intended for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation
with respect to investment. Investing in any strategy should only occur after consulting with a financial
advisor.
3D/L does not approve or otherwise endorse the information contained in links to third-party sources. 3D/L
is not affiliated with the providers of third-party information and is not responsible for the accuracy of the
information contained therein.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. None of the services offered by 3D/L Capital
Management are insured by the FDIC and the reader is reminded that all investments contain risk. The
opinions offered above are as of June 1, 2021 and are subject to change as influencing factors change.
More detail regarding 3D/L Capital Management, its products, services, personnel, fees and investment
methodologies are available in the firm’s Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request by calling (860)
291-1998, option 2 or emailing sales@3dlfinancial.com or visiting 3D’s website at www.3dlfinancial.com.
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